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It’s the largest Eichler tour ever held in Orange, according to the
nonprofit. The city is a Southern California hub for Eichler houses;
many communities also exist in Northern California. (Photo
courtesy of Preserve Orange County)
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Like Eichler? Wander through

7 of his houses on Preserve

Orange County home tour
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ORANGE – Curious about iconic Eichler homes or want to pick

up some California Modern design ideas? An assortment of

houses conceived by post World War II developer Joseph

Eichler will be open to visitors on the weekend of May 18 and

19.

Preserve Orange County is offering its first Eichler Home Tour,

with a total of seven houses across the three Eichler

neighborhoods in the city of Orange: Fairhaven, Fairhills and

Fairmeadow.

It’s the largest Eichler tour ever held in Orange, according to

the nonprofit, whose focus is historic preservation and

education. The city is a Southern California hub for Eichler

houses; many communities also exist in Northern California.

Exposed post-and-beam construction, open-air atriums, sliding

doors, glass walls and integrated indoor and outdoor spaces

are Eichler hallmarks. The style came to be known as California

Modern.

“Joseph Eichler was a home builder – not an architect – but he

hired very good architects to design the models for his housing

tracts,” said Alan Hess, an architect who sits on the Preserve

Orange County board. “I believe that this is the reason the

Eichlers have the reputation they do today.

“The houses have strong concepts, like making indoor-outdoor

living so easy in our beautiful weather. And designing

combination kitchen/dining/living rooms that also functioned

smoothly, allowing families to be together so easily,” said Hess,

who’s also an author and historian.”And introducing atriums in

the center of the home, so that each room around it has light

and air.”

Eichlers were meant to be affordable to the middle class, and

they were for many years. But Hess noted, with land and home

prices soaring in California in recent decades, that’s changed.

“Today the average middle class family can’t afford an Eichler,”

he said.



The Orange City Council recently designated the three Eichler

tracts as a historic district, similar to that of Old Towne Orange.

Residents have advocated for the designation for more than 10

years. That will help Eichler homeowners apply for the Mills Act

program, which grants a substantial property tax savings to

those who maintain historic homes.

Preserve Orange County is opening an additional Eichler home

for a cocktail reception on Saturday, May 18 at 7 p.m. The

Eichler Romanza event will feature food, music and a panel

discussion about “the postwar bonanza that was Orange

County at mid-century,” the organizers say. Guests are

encouraged, though not required, to wear ’60s attire.

The panel will include Hess; Tom Zoellner, Chapman University

literature professor and author; and Robert Imboden, historic

resources consultant. The discussion will be moderated by

Trudi Sandmeier, Director of Graduate Heritage Conservation

Programs at the University of Southern California School of

Architecture.

Preserve Orange County is not revealing the addresses of the

seven tour homes in advance.

If you go:

When: May 18 and 19

Where: The self-guided tour begins at 850 E. Chapman Avenue,

at the corner of Cambridge Street in Orange, where ticket

holders will receive a tour booklet and directions to the homes.

Cost: General admission: $60

Preserve Orange County members: $45

Students: $45

American Institute of Architects-Orange County chapter

members: $45

Also: The cocktail reception/discussion will be held at 619 S.

Woodland in the Fairhaven tract. Tickets are $95 each, or $150

including the home tour. A group of four people or more can

buy tickets to the reception for $75 each.


